HUMBLE Iopara Primary School and other schools in the Abau district of Central Province are the first school in the country to benefit from the trial distribution of students education kits to improve the quality of learning.

The materials were delivered by the Treid Pacific Limited when they officially commenced the rollout program for the trialling of the tuition fee free education commodity component for 2014 during the launching at the school last week.

Speaking as the MP for Abau and Minister for Public Service, Sir Puka confidently described the policy as the best that the O’Neill Dion Government has ever pronounced in PNG.

The minister also highlighted that there was going to be more emphasis on the introduction of information technology in primary schools starting next year and the government was at the forefront in ensuring this becomes a reality.

Sir Temu said the government is demonstrating one of the best policies in the education sector and in order for the policy to work parents must be responsible in sending their children to school.

He said the policy has taken away the burden of parents by paying school fees, saying that more than K633 million burdens has been taken away from the parents pockets and is now on the government’s shoulder.

“This policy will contribute to the dream of every child by performing to the highest academic level through the quality education that the PNG government can offer.”

Sir Puka thanked the government for choosing Abau electorate for the launching and delivering of the policy right to the door step of the district and made sure that that these materials reach all schools in his electorate.